
 
 

• Duration of the shot: 6 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: long-distance, as if taken from high in the sky 
• Angle of the Shot: too high up, without any relative distance to judge an angle 
• Camera Movement: gradual panning shot that looks over the horizon of a bustling 

city. 
• Focal depth: Long depth 
• Lighting: Dark lightning, no noticeable artificial light, relying on the lights inside 

the city for attention.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: Non-diegetic a coursing of soft violins that play a somber tone 
throughout the scene 

o Special: 
• Mise-en-scene: 

o Significance: the shot signifies the hopes and aspirations that will almost 
be crushed 

o Composition: 
• Acting: Carisann tries to get Steve to pay attention to her troubling knews. 

 



 
 

• Duration of the shot: 7 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: close proximity to Steve’s shoulders as if the 

audience were standing next to him.  
• Angle of the Shot: angled down from his shoulders, facing his hands. When the 

camera moves to look at Crisann, the camera looks slightly down from a half a 
foot high. 

• Camera Movement: Shot moves over to look at Crisann, but keeps the implied 
proximity, keeping the feel of being in the same room. Most likely using a 
steadycam 

• Focal depth: close-range depth that moves to just a slightly farther distance away 
when looking at Crisann 

• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 
house light 

• Sound used during the shot: 
o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: The shot’s closeness to Steve’s body and the movement of 

the shot, makes the audience feel that they are Steve, peeling the carrots 
and turning to look at our girlfriend telling us that she is pregnant.  

o Composition: Shot is composed close to Steve’s body to show relatedness, 
making the audience feel akin to Steve when he is told the news.  

• Acting: Steve is peeling carrots. The phallus shape of the carrot and the peeling, 
implies a loss of masculinity, which is most likely foreshadowing the pregnancy 
which is to come soon enough, as well as an extended foreshadowing of Steve 
rejecting Parenthood.   

 



  
 

• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a bit farther away and is about a few feet  
• Angle of the Shot: parallel to Steve, the audience is looking dead on at him 
• Camera Movement: camera stays relatively still 
• Focal depth: normal depth 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: Shows Steve’s attempts to avoid the problem 
o Composition: Shot shows empty space on both sides of Steve, 

foreshadowing the two choices he has to choose from: go with Crisann or 
leave her. There is a shadow on the left side (the side that does not lead to 
Crisann) implies that choosing left is the darker of the two choices 

• Acting: Steve stays silent after being told to talk to her, showing that he is 
attempting to ignore the situation, despite both of our attention being drawn to her 
by her last comment.   



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: roughly five feet away and is a bit above, 

signifying this shot is from Steve’s eye-level, looking down, implying we never 
left position, just turned around. 

• Angle of the Shot: about a half of a foot above, looking downward 
• Camera Movement: camera stays relatively still 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: Crisann prods the topic further, pushing Steve to confront 

the situation, to her inevitable horror 
o Composition: Shot shows more negative space on Crisann’s left, which in 

her side is on Steve’s side, showing that she more or less can only choose 
to stay with Steve. On her remaining negative space on her right, there is a 
pitch black doorway, showing a dark, unwanted choice that she is facing 
away from, not wanting to choose.  

• Acting: Crisann discusses that this is Steve’s responsibility 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: the same as before  
• Angle of the Shot: parallel to Steve, the audience is looking dead on at him 
• Camera Movement: camera stays relatively still 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: silence again, Steve looks over at Crisann, but our attention is on him, 
showing contemplation and focus. His gaze is stern, implying dissatisfaction with 
her confrontation. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: roughly five feet away and is a bit above, 

signifying this shot is from Steve’s eye-level, looking down, implying we never 
left position, just turned around. 

• Angle of the Shot: about a half of a foot above, looking downward 
• Camera Movement: camera stays relatively still 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann stays silent, waiting fearfully now that she has Steve’s attention, 
but nothing has yet to be said, implying the worst. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: the same as before  
• Angle of the Shot: parallel to Steve, the audience is looking dead on at him 
• Camera Movement: camera stays relatively still 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: Foreshadows Steve’s inevitable final decision.  
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve calls Crisann out for pushing the blame on him, showing 
antagonism and rejection 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: roughly five feet away and is a bit above, 

signifying this shot is from Steve’s eye-level, looking down, implying we never 
left position, just turned around. 

• Angle of the Shot: about a half of a foot above, looking downward 
• Camera Movement: camera stays relatively still 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Stunned silence, Crisann is unaware of why her beloved is reacting in this 
tone. Confused, she lets him continue.  

 



 
 

• Duration of the shot: 1 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: the same as before  
• Angle of the Shot: Camera looks dead on at him, but points down a little as Steve 

exists to the left 
• Camera Movement: Camera tries to follow Steve, but ultimately has to cut to a 

new shot. 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: dim lighting, keeping the implied lighting of a functioning, but old 

house light 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: All the previous shots (save for the very first) were taking 

place in roughly the same positions in a back and forth motion, now the 
later shots will have to be taken from a new angle, showing the abrupt 
ending of the conversation on Steve’s part 

o Composition:  
• Acting: Steve exists to the left, moving away from Crisann, trying to get away. 



 
 

• Duration of the shot: 7 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Shot starts at eye-level and at the same distance, 

but as Steve walks away from Crisann the distance shuffles as the Camera tries to 
keep steve in line of sight.  

• Angle of the Shot: Shot remains at eye-level for most, if not the entire shot 
• Camera Movement: Camera follows Steve’s movements, slowly walking away 

from him as he fully enters the new room, but slows down to allow for a close up 
of Steve as he walks up near the camera 

• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: Darker as the Camera moves away from t 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: The continuing of Steve walking away from Crisann furthers 

the rejection of her pregnancy and Steve’s refusal to be apart of it.  
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann tries to explain that she is not putting all the responsibility, 
implying she means to handle this with him, while Steve begins to try making 
excuses and push away the problem. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: The camera is now a few feet away from Steve, 

showing the shock at what Steve is implying 
• Angle of the Shot: Shot remains fixed and keeps Steve’s full body in parallel with 

the camera. 
• Camera Movement: Camera stays still 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: Room is a bit darker than the kitchen because they were not using the 

living room. The Lighting is dull, but keeps the implied lightning as before 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance:  
o Composition: shot shows the next exit of the room, and seeing as how the 

last movement he made was away from Crisann, it implies that in the 
coming second he will choose to go down that way. Especially since he is 
facing away from that way after turning around. The doorway is red, with 
a bead curtain, symbolizing and foreshadowing freedom and aggression. 

• Acting: Steve continues to push the blame on Crisann 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Camera returns to Steve’s shoulder, but rests 

behind it, facing Crisann. The position implies that we are siding with Steve and 
hiding behind him to create structure.  

• Angle of the Shot: Shot it parallel to Crisann but continues to keep a partially low 
angle towards her, keeping the feeling of weakness and vulnerability she has.  

• Camera Movement: Camera is steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: There is a bright light shining on Crisann, with the darkness of the room 

behind her. The Light is coming from the previous kitchen.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: The light shining on the partially low angle shot of Crisann 

implies goodness, but also vulnerability.  
• Acting: Crisann rejects any of Steve’s implied accusations of adultery.  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 6 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Shot returns behind Crisann, but is closer, with 

Steve appearing fuller in view and Crisann disappearing in the shadows, implying 
that we, the audience, are still on Steve’s side. 

• Angle of the Shot: mostly parallel to Steve 
• Camera Movement: Steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: Room is a bit darker than the kitchen because they were not using the 

living room. The Lighting is dull, but keeps the implied lightning as before 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance:  
o Composition: a closer focus on the red, beaded curtain showing Steve’s 

growing desire to just walk out on her into freedom 
• Acting: Steve makes his implied accusations a bit more direct, but keeps it vague 

enough because he knows he doesn’t have any genuine proof.  
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity:  standing behind Steve 
• Angle of the Shot: shot is lower than before, which gives Crisann more imposed 

form, taking up more negative space, but this also give’s Steve’s shoulder more 
room to cover, showing more darkness filling the area. 

• Camera Movement: Steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: There is a bright light shining on Crisann, with the darkness of the room 

behind her. The Light is coming from the previous kitchen.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: with Crisann more in view, her presence demands more 

focus since she is being directly accused of adultery, but Steve’s shoulder 
takes up more space as well, making the room more parallel between 
Crisann’s light and Steve’s darkness.  

• Acting: Crisann directly refuses any blame and tells Steve he cannot put all the 
blame on her.  



 
 

• Duration of the shot: 4 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Shot returns behind Crisann, but is closer, with 

Steve appearing fuller in view and Crisann disappearing in the shadows, implying 
that we, the audience, are still on Steve’s side. 

• Angle of the Shot: mostly parallel to Steve 
• Camera Movement: Steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: Room is a bit darker than the kitchen because they were not using the 

living room. The Lighting is dull, but keeps the implied lightning as before 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve brings up the significance of his own plans and goals and how this 
is not the time to be having a kid 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 6 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity:  standing behind Steve 
• Angle of the Shot: same as the last Crisann shot 
• Camera Movement: Steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: There is a bright light shining on Crisann, with the darkness of the room 

behind her. The Light is coming from the previous kitchen.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann brings up how selfish it is that he is only thinking about his plans.  
 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 5 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: close up to Steve’s face 
• Angle of the Shot: angled slightly below steve, pointing upwards at him, implying 

a ting of submission 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: Light shines only on Steve’s face and the red curtain, showing where 

Steve’s mind is focusing on, even if he’s not looking at it.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: This is Steve’s final decision, with the shot including the red 

curtain showing just where Steve is heading towards after this.  
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve declares outright that he doesn’t care that this is her problem, and 
that he isn’t going to set his plans on hold to be a parent. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a closer focus of Crisann makes her look very close 

to us, the audience.  
• Angle of the Shot: parallel to subject 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: there is now a bright light on the right side as we see a lamp. 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann quivers in fear as she can’t understand why he would leave her 
after their relationship 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Camera is now on the left side of the room, 

showing both Steve and Crisann in view. The Camera seems almost in a panic, 
moving away from the two and showing both to show both of their reactions in 
this shot.  

• Angle of the Shot: parallel to both of them 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: very dim lights with Steve almost covered in shadows while Crisann is 

bathed in the dim light, showing, to us, who is in the right.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Having both characters fully in the same shot for the last 

time, and standing together parallel to the camera for the first time shows 
the audience just how significant this shot is. It also allows for the 
audience to see and feel both of the actor’s emotions at the same time.  

• Acting: Steve cuts off Crisann by yelling NO! at her and Crisann shudders in fear 
and the knowledge of what is now awaiting her if he is truly serious.  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a farther distance than the last shot of Crisann in 

focus.  
• Angle of the Shot: Parallel to her 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: as it has been in the room. 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann is speechless and looks at Steve fearful of what had just 
happened.  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a close up of Steve’s face again. 
• Angle of the Shot: roughly parallel 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: a focus of Steve’s face keeps our attention on him, and our ears kept 

close to coming words.  
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve tells Crisann that she must leave his house now. 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity:  
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann asks in confusion what he means. 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve adds the NOW! To his previous statement, telling her that he means 
it. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann begins to break down in gasps, as she cannot believe what is 
happening still. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: the camera stays in the same position as Steve 

begins to walk away from the camera, making us relate to the feeling of 
abandonment that Crisann is now feeling.  

• Angle of the Shot: parallel to subject and remains steady after subject leaves focus 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve, with a huff, turns, walking out and enters the red, bead curtain off 
stage.  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 4 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: the camera stands quite a distance away from 

Crisann, leaving her in the relative same position as before.  
• Angle of the Shot: slightly above Crisann, looking at her. 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal  
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: This shot shows Crisann all alone, with a huge amount of 

negative space in front of her, making her appear smaller and more 
vulnerable.  

o Composition: 
• Acting: Crisann instinctively tries to cover her ears as she tries to block the fear of 

his aggressive statements, but she can’t and is now alone. 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: standing about a foot and a half behind Steve at his 

height.  
• Angle of the Shot: parallel 
• Camera Movement: somewhat steady and moves a little as Steve turns around 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: the only implied light at the time is the lamp in the bottom corner. 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve stands his arms on his hips. This posture is typically used to grant 
the user confidence, something he is trying to get to reaffirm his decision about 
rejecting her.  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 4 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: quite a few feet away from the doorway that Daniel 

enters from 
• Angle of the Shot:  slightly above Daniel, looking down 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: Daniel shows up for the first time in this scene, showing the 

audience that he is still living in the house at this current time 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Daniel comes in and asks if Crisann is alright 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 5 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Camera is close to Crisann, making the audience 

now feel like Daniel, getting closer to Crisann 
• Angle of the Shot: The camera first only looks slightly down, but dips a bit more 

as the shot continues 
• Camera Movement: Camera drops and follows Crisann as she moves to sit down 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: There is a lamp right behind her 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann explains to Daniel that Steve is kicking her out 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a few feet away from steve 
• Angle of the Shot: looking down at him as if we, the audience, at still standing as 

Steve sits down, looking disappointed with him 
• Camera Movement: slightly steady 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: The shot begins roughly the same time as Crisann starts to 

land on the couch. This parallel motion makes one action lead to the other, 
making Steve and her appear related even though they are in separate 
rooms now. The fact that Steve is facing the left, the implied side that 
Crisann is on, also implies that he is still thinking about her.  

o Composition: 
• Acting: Steve sits down on the couch, arms still on his hips in false confidence 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a closer shot of Steve, not a close-up, but closer in 

proximity than before 
• Angle of the Shot: slightly above, as if we are now bending down to look at him 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: with both Steve and Crisann looking down in their implied directions 
towards one another, it shows that the two are silently still thinking about one 
another as Crisann asks what she is going to do 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a close up of Daniel 
• Angle of the Shot: Parallel to subject 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Daniel looks saddened by the way Steve is treating Crisann and tries to 
find the words to console her with. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: a foot or two away from steve 
• Angle of the Shot: roughly parallel 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance:  
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve begins to grab and take down Crisann’s clothes as an attempt to get 
her out of the house faster so he can shut her out better. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 4 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: very close-up but then turns to a normal 2 foot 

distance, which then closes to a one foot difference 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance:  
o Composition: The camera is so close to Steve that he is barely 

recognizable, this is retracted by the camera getting distance, but this will 
change. 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve throws crisann’s clothes away from him and puts his hands back on 
his hips, confirming to himself that his actions are right, while Daniel consoles 
Crisann off screen and tells her that she doesn’t deserve the way Steve treats her, 
showing that while steve is alone in his righteousness. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann looks to Daniel for guidance as she explains that she is pregnant. 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Daniel looks in disbelief as he questions his own hearing 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: shot is taken about a foot away, as if the audience 

is in the room, but keeping a distance from Steve 
• Angle of the Shot: parallel 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: normal 
• Lighting: Lamp beside the mirror 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Steve’s back is to the camera with a mirror in front of him, 

showing the duality of his own feelings and conflicting life goals.  
• Acting:  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve throws Crisann’s jewelry into her purse as she tells Daniel off 
screen about how Steve accused her of adultery and she denies it 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: The camera jumps between three shots of Steve grabbing 

some of Crisann’s jewelry to show how broken Steve’s understandings are 
getting. He is having more and more trouble remaining confident and sure 
in his actions. The inclusion of Crisann between the shots goes to remind 
us, the audience, that he is worried about her while Crisann explains that 
Steve accused her of adultery 

o Composition: 
• Acting:  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Crisann looks to Daniel and asks what she did wrong, showing confusion 
as she is being thrown out. Looking for answers for a logical, just conclusion. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: close-up of Steve with the camera positioned to 

feel like the audience is kneeling beside him 
• Angle of the Shot: Angled upwards slightly towards Steve. 
• Camera Movement: steady 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve puts his palm to his head, signifying that he is trying to shut out 
outside stimulation while he wracks his brain over the dilemma. He is clearly 
distraught and is unsure of his actions, knowing the problems he is giving 
Crisann. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity:  
• Angle of the Shot: the shot first points down at Steve’s hands but then is tilted to 

return to steve crying.  
• Camera Movement: the shot first points down at Steve’s hands but then is tilted to 

return to steve crying. 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: the shot pulls away from the previous shot but then returns 

to the same location to show instability. The audience is literally unable to 
look at Steve without being pulled away. 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Daniel says that Crisann didn’t do anything wrong 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: a more profile-like view of Steve makes the audience 

observe him more closely, and as Daniel blames Steve, his words are 
portrayed as true with Steve breaking down and crying. 

o Composition: 
• Acting: Daniel blames Steve, saying he’s got problems 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Broken shot again. The camera has been doing this a lot due 

to the fractured nature of Steve’s mindset at the time.  
• Acting: 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: Camera follows Steve as he stands up. Shots begin to stay 

longer. This signifies that Steve’s mindset is getting focused and clearer.  
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: 
 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: Camera sits right next to Steve, just behind his arm 

and below his shoulder. This makes the audience feel smaller and Steve feeling 
more dominant. 

• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: Steve returns to the Mirror, but we only see the reflected 

surface of his face, showing one mindset instead of the duel mindset as 
before. 

o Composition: 
• Acting:  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Daniel says that Steve has changed, just after Steve’s decision has been 
made, making it clear to the audience what had just happened in Steve’s mind 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 3 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: very close up 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Shot is taken very close to Steve’s face, making feature 

blocked out and other more evident. This makes the features such as the 
eyes, brow, and mouth, which express the emotions, more evident to the 
viewer’s eyes. This drives in the anger that Steve is feeling right now.  

• Acting:  
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Shot is of Steve’s reflective surface only, with barely a ting 

of the real steve visible. The direction of Steve’s eyes in the past shot 
signifies that he was looking at, and is angry with, himself.  

• Acting: Steve begins to pat down his hair, showing an attempt to appear clean and 
controlled. This projects his own mental attempts at calming himself down. This 
shows that his mental process is making the ultimate decision and he is trying to 
match his physical appearance to his mental status, thus giving his thoughts 
grounding. He sees a clean, controlled man, he wants to be a clean, controlled 
man, ergo, he is a clean controlled man.  

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Return shot to a very close up of Steve’s face. Steve’s hand 

is still brushing his hair, which blocks many of his features. This shows 
that he is feeling some shame and is trying to hide his face from view 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 2 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve finishes with his brushing by patting his face with both hands. This 
shows finality. He is making a mark on himself to register that he his done 
cleaning and he is ready. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 5 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: Camera moves from a close-up of steve’s face to follow him 

backing up, to moving down, watching his hands shake.  
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve’s shaking hands show that eh is still unsure of his actions, even 
though he has made up his mind. Now that his hands are done patting his hair 
down, they are useless at the time. His body is trying to sheath his hands in his 
pockets, a symbolism of trying to pause and this of what he has to do next. 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 4 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: shot breaks to show a second relapse in a fractured thought, 

• Acting:  



 
 
 

• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: Camera moves back up from his pockets to his face, his 

hands have stopped and his face is stern and calm. Showing he is calming down.  
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition:  

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 5 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: Stready 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Shot puts Daniel in the left point of the screen, filling it as 

his face points in the direction of Crisann. The negative space between the 
two and the quietness makes the solemn thoughts evident. Daniel is 
thinking of Crisann and Crisann’s only choice is to think of Daniel, but her 
face is still looking in the direction of Steve, which shows that she is still 
not ready to leave him yet. 

• Acting: 
 



 
• Duration of the shot: 1 second 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: Close up of Steve’s face shows a sadness, but not an intense 

form, showing regret.  
• Acting: 

 



 
• Duration of the shot: 6 seconds 
• Shot Type/implied Proximity: 
• Angle of the Shot: 
• Camera Movement: 
• Focal depth: 
• Lighting: 
• Sound used during the shot: 

o Type: 
o Special: 

• Mise-en-scene: 
o Significance: 
o Composition: 

• Acting: Steve’s mirror self looks with focused eyes, he takes a deep breath 
showing that he is pulling negative thoughts inside and reaffirming his decision. 
He knows that he has to make his next action count. And seeing as how his next 
action is in another scene, with coworkers at a convention, he has chosen Apple, 
not his child 

 


